Hanover Eats

CAFÉS
1. Dirt Cowboy Café
2. Starbucks
3. Umpleby’s Bakery Café

RESTAURANTS
4. Base Camp Café
5. Bistro at Six
6. Boloco
7. C&A Pizza
8. Candela Tapas Lounge
9. Canoe Club
10. Jewel of India
11. Lou’s Restaurant and Bakery
12. Market Table
13. Molly’s
14. Murphy’s on the Green.
15. Noodle Station
16. Pho Q
17. Pine
18. Ramunto’s Brick & Brew Pizzeria
19. Salt Hill Pub
20. The Skinny Pancake
21. Sushiya Restaurant
22. The Orient
23. Tuk Tuk Thai Cuisine

DESSERTS
24. Morano Gelato
25. My Brigadeiro
26. The Swirl and Pearl
Hanover Eats

CAFÉS
1. Dirt Cowboy Café ($) Local coffee shop that also features chocolate-dipped strawberries, quiche, and more!
2. Starbucks ($) Caffeine, small pastries, etc. Also, a popular student study spot.
3. Umpleby’s Bakery Café ($)—$$ Cozy up for sandwiches, soups, and quality baked goods.

RESTAURANTS
4. Base Camp Café ($$) Traditional Nepali Cuisine with fresh ingredients & many vegan, vegetarian, and gluten-free options.
5. Bistro at Six ($$$) Breakfast and dinner at Hanover’s Six South Street Hotel.
7. C&A Pizza ($) Pizza plus Italian and Greek fare.
8. Candela Tapas Lounge ($$$$) Tapas bar with creative takes on Spanish and Caribbean classics. Best when shared.
9. Canoe Club ($$$$) Vibrant, informal tavern setting with food ranging from traditional American cuisine to fresh farm-to-table fare and frequent live music at night.
10. Jewel of India ($) Traditional North Indian food with a Sunday brunch that’s a student favorite.
11. Lou’s Restaurant and Bakery ($$) The quintessential breakfast spot (they serve lunch, too), Lou’s has been part of Dartmouth history since 1947, and their pies are renowned throughout the Upper Valley.
12. Market Table ($) Seasonally focused farm-to-table food, also featuring prepared foods, pastries, & espresso beverages for those on the go.
13. Molly’s ($$) A Dartmouth favorite. Pizza, stir-fry, fish and chips, burgers, and more, as well as their famously delicious bottomless bread.
14. Murphy’s on the Green ($$) Tavern meets local eats, and Dartmouth history abounds. The Murph Burger and Veg Head burger are student favorites.
15. Noodle Station ($) The name says it all – noodles of all varieties.
16. Pho Q ($) Traditional Vietnamese cuisine with select Thai dishes featuring pho and bánh mì.
17. Pine ($$$$) Fine dining located in the historic Hanover Inn. Farm-to-table approach to local, sustainable New England cuisine.
18. Ramunto’s Brick & Brew Pizzeria ($) Pizza. Their cinnamon knots and garlic knots are student favorites.
20. The Skinny Pancake ($-$$$) Crêpes for every meal of the day ft. all local ingredients, plus salads & bar grub.
22. The Orient ($$) Traditional Chinese and Japanese cuisine. Their scallion pancakes are a student favorite.
23. Tuk Tuk Thai Cuisine ($$) Authentic Thai cuisine, located just off the Green.

DESSERTS
24. Morano Gelato ($) Forbes calls it the best gelato in America. Fresh flavors made daily, and authentic Italian espresso drinks.
26. The Swirl and Pearl ($) Make-your-own frozen yogurt sundaes and boba (bubble tea).